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Preparation
Intro

SHIFT Barriers is a game about finding strategies for overcoming barriers in any kind of development in
order for this to come into fruition and lead to innovation.
SHIFT Barriers is a physical floor game, so it’s important you stand up, get comfy, as it helps you to be
open and alert in discussions. Have fun, roleplay, innovate!
Group size: 5-20 participants. Each group has 5-7 participants, but three groups can play at the same
time, if the room allows for enough distance between the shift bricks.
Duration: The game can last between 45 and 75 min. depending on how many stages the participants will
go through. With 45 min participants get to turn 4 SHIFT Barrier bricks. With 90 min participants will
play through around 8 SHIFT Barrier bricks.
When to use it: In the beginning of development, design or innovation projects, or before moving forward
as a way to anticipate potential barriers and how to work around them. Alternatively it can be applied by
the end of a project as a debriefing and lesson-learned session before opening up new projects.
Who should use it: The game is easy and simple to use regardless of any participation set-up, however
here are three examples:
1) In smaller teams with some of the same competencies.
2) In cross-disciplinary units or when departments meet up.
3) In sessions or workshops where representatives from various organizations are together.

Before the Activity
Decide on duration and number of stages
- For a 45 min. session you have 3 stages you go through. Each stage has 4 SHIFT Barriers.
- For a 75 min. session you can have 5 SHIFT Barriers.
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Preparing the barrier brick content
The game progresses in stages where the complexity found in barriers rises as the participants move to
the next stage. On each brick a barrier is described in statements and responses from stakeholders around
you. They are divided into five categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Business model
Organizational structure
Organizational culture
Regulatory elements
User & front-end employees

For each stage you need to include 4 or 5 different barriers. You can use the standardized version which
has proven to be useful across organizations - see barriers in the content overview sheet.
Floor set-up
Use the blue colored bricks to indicate the three stages. Place them with some distance so it is clear when
the next stage begins - you can use tape to clearly show the transitions between stages. Place 4-5 barrier
bricks next to each stage based on standardized set-up.

Place role-cards on a table nearby
The role-cards can be placed on a table next to the bricks for easy pick up.
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Playing
Framing the activity
The facilitator opens the session by introducing the difficulties related to various innovation barriers teams
and units run into during these processes. The facilitator also highlights the importance of building up
strategies to work around such innovation barriers and thereby enabling a change of mindset.
Game instructions
First the group playing needs a case project - this can be a current or fictional, but realistic, one.
After this assign roles to the group, as described below:
Project owner: Assign a project owner among the participants. The project owner needs to be the
one who has the most knowledge about the case and can gradually provide more context to it as the
play unfolds.
Team members: The project owner selects two members to have on their team. The project owner can
also choose randomly.
Role card players: The rest of the participants randomly select a role-card from the table. A minimum of
2 role and a maximum of 4 role-cards should be in play.
Playing
Now the play can begin. The project owner writes up the project desciption and challenge on the orange
start brick. Together with the team members they move into stage 1. Here the project owner picks up a
SHIFT Barrier brick, turns it around and reads it aloud for all. Then:
1) The project owner and the two team members discuss several ways to work around this barrier.
Meanwhile, the role-card players leap into their roles, listen to the discussion and prepare to jump in.
2) The project owner and team members present the best solution. The role-card players jump in and
provide comments and reactions.
This way of discussing continues throughout the rest of the game. The project owner and team members
can move to the next barrier either when the group in general decides that this has now been completed
or discussed thoroughly, or the facilitator can make this decision if the group cannot. In transition from
one stage to the next roles can be kept or changed.
In 45 min session: Stage 1 - two barrier bricks. Stage 2 - one barrier brick. Stage 3 - one barrier brick.
In 75 min session: Stage 1 - two barriers bricks. Stage 2 - two barriers bricks. Stage 3 - one barrier brick.
If there is more time left in the session the group can simply work through one more barrier brick in the
final stage.
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The game ends when the group has worked through the barrier brikcs in stage 3. After this the facilitator
can choose to open a ‘full process’ reflection and dialogue in the group. The project owner receives all the
papers with the barriers and potential work arounds for easy memory access.

W h a t i s t h e ve r y c o r e i d e a o f
yo u r p r o j e c t ?
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed
diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore
magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut
wisi enim ad minim veniam,

Facilitator role
As a facilitator you can jump between three roles depending on the situation and how the dialogue in the
groups evolves:
- As facilitator you introduce the activity, assist the project owner in getting started and make sure
roles are being picked randomly while also keeping time.
- As facilitator you can also choose to jump in, ask questions and help dialogue along either in the
discussion or as debriefing ‘pauses’ before moving to the next barrier bricks.
- As a facilitator you can also jump in by randomly selecting a role-card and in this way assist in
bringing about fruitful dialogues.

Customization
Barrier content customization
You can choose to deviate from the standardized content openly available and write up your own barriers
from experience, research, or clients. You can also choose to change in which stage the barriers are placed.
Either you can use the PDF A4 template sheet (see GAMiFY website) or simply make your own and print in
A4 landscape view.
Stages and number of barriers
If you have less or more time you can change the number of barrier bricks the participants have to
work through. You can also remove a stage or add one - however, only having two stages might give a
lesser outcome.
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Role-cards
Even though the role-cards have been tested and validated to be roles that can work in many situations as
archetypes to ignite discussions, you might still want to create and apply your own. This can easily be done
by either using the PDF A4 template sheet (see GAMiFY website) or simply make your own and print in A4
landscape view.
The role cards are recommended to be printed on thicker A4 paper, for more durability, in color print and
landscape view. To further benifit the playing experience you may also add a clip or a pin, so that the
role-cards can be worn visibly on the clothes. This makes them easier to see and refer to whilst playing and
creates a more seamless roleplay during the game.
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Variations of playing
There is a possibility of playing a different ideation-based version of SHIFT we call SHIFT Ideation. You
can play this version like SHIFT Barriers, but using the SHIFT Ideation Questions instead of the SHIFT
Barrier statements. The SHIFT Ideation Questions are also available on the GAMiFY site.

Credits

Developed by Emilie Bech Jespersen, Klara Birgisdóttir, Léa Chénot & Sune Gudiksen from Design School
Kolding for GAMiFY. In collaboration with Industry partners Lufthansa, Danske Bank, Kamstrup &
Arla Foods.
GAMiFY is co-founded by Erasmus+ Program of the European Union. It is a Knowledge Alliance that brings
together academia and industry to advance gamification for innovation and entrepreneurship. See more on
www.gamify.site
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Contact
Feel free to contact us with further questions or related inquired at emilie.bech.jespersen@gmail.com,
klara.birgisdottir@gmail.com, chenot.lea.lune@hotmail.com or skg@dskd.dk
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